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NVIDIA Unveils Cloud GPU Technologies, Redefining Computing Industry for Third Time

GPUs for Graphics, GPUs for Accelerating Computing -- Now, GPUs for the Cloud

SAN JOSE, CA -- GPU Technology Conference - NVIDIA today kicked off the GPU Technology Conference (GTC) by unveiling its third industry-shaping

innovation since its founding 19 years ago -- technologies that accelerate cloud computing using the enormous computing capabilities of the GPU.

Five years in the making, NVIDIA's cloud GPU technologies are based on the company's new Kepler GPU architecture, designed for use in large-scale data

centers. Its virtualization capabilities allow GPUs to be simultaneously shared by multiple users. Its ultra-fast streaming display capability eliminates lag, making a

remote data center feel like it's just next door. And its extreme energy efficiency and processing density lowers data center costs.

NVIDIA's introduction of cloud GPU technologies follows its 1999 invention of the GPU, which revolutionized visual computing, and its 2006 creation of CUDA®, a

parallel-processing technology enabling dramatic acceleration of computing performance.

"Kepler cloud GPU technologies shifts cloud computing into a new gear," said Jen-Hsun Huang, NVIDIA president and chief executive officer. "The GPU has

become indispensable. It is central to the experience of gamers. It is vital to digital artists realizing their imagination. It is essential for touch devices to deliver silky

smooth and beautiful graphics. And now, the cloud GPU will deliver amazing experiences to those who work remotely and gamers looking to play untethered from

a PC or console."

The enterprise implementation of Kepler cloud technologies, the NVIDIA VGX™ platform, accelerates virtualized desktops. Enterprises will use it to provide

seamless remote computing that allows even the most demanding applications to be streamed to a notebook or mobile device.

The gaming implementation of Kepler cloud technologies, NVIDIA GeForce GRID, powers cloud gaming services. Gaming-as-a-service providers will use it to

remotely deliver magical gaming experiences, with the potential to surpass those on a console.

NVIDIA issued separate press releases today describing both the VGX platform and GeForce GRID, as well a press release focused on new NVIDIA Tesla®

GPUs built on the Kepler architecture that set a new standard for high performance computing.

Joining Huang on stage at GTC were executives representing key partners supporting NVIDIA's cloud technologies. They included: David Yen, general manager

and senior vice president of the Data Center Group at Cisco; Brad Peterson, technology strategist, and Sumit Dhawan, group vice president and general

manager, at Citrix; David Perry, CEO and co-founder of Gaikai; and Grady Cofer, visual effects supervisor at Industrial Light & Magic.

Strong Support From Industry Analysts

Three industry analyst research notes on NVIDIA's announcement are immediately available, including one from Moor Insights & Strategy on the VGX platform

and two from IDC on VDI and cloud gaming.

Industry analysts expressed strong support for NVIDIA's cloud GPU technologies:

"NVIDIA has launched one of the most significant initiatives in its history. This has the potential to propel them into a position as a top enterprise technology

player. If NVIDIA and its many partners can successfully execute, they will have enabled the first true delivery of anywhere, anytime computing, for any

application, a goal of the industry for the past 20 years."

- Pat Moorhead, president and principal analyst, Moor Insights & Strategy

"A cloud GPU is transformational technology for the online gaming industry. Using a graphics-optimized cloud GPU eliminates some of the final barriers that

stand in the way of a truly immersive, truly exciting cloud-based gaming experience and could change the business model for how games are played and

delivered."

- Brian Blau, analyst, Gartner

"The virtualization of the GPU will have a profound effect on the VDI market. It will increase the user experience for these remote desktops closer to par with

traditional PCs than without a GPU in the server. It could also lead to expanding potential use cases for virtualization to design, healthcare and engineering tasks

that were very challenging in the past."

- Brett Waldman, senior research analyst, Client Virtualization, IDC

"GeForce GRID delivers the type of experience I associate with HD game and entertainment consoles. With GeForce GRID, it'll no longer be necessary for

gamers to commit $60 upfront to play their AAA game of choice. Over the next three years, gaming-as-a-service providers have the potential to do more than

disrupt living room gaming norms. Cloud gaming further enables true cross-platform play on connected PCs, media tablets and smartphones -- while cutting

piracy off at the knees."

- Lewis Ward, research manager, Consumer Markets, IDC

About GTC

The GPU Technology Conference (GTC) advances global awareness of GPU computing and visualization, and their importance to the future of science and

innovation. View the latest news from NVIDIA and its partners in the GTC press room.

About NVIDIA 

NVIDIA (NASDAQ: NVDA) awakened the world to computer graphics when it invented the GPU in 1999. Today, its processors power a broad range of products 

from smartphones to supercomputers. NVIDIA's mobile processors are used in cell phones, tablets and auto infotainment systems. PC gamers rely on GPUs to 

enjoy spectacularly immersive worlds. Professionals use them to create 3D graphics and visual effects in movies and to design everything from golf clubs to 

jumbo jets. And researchers utilize GPUs to advance the frontiers of science with high performance computing. The company has more than 4,500 patents
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issued, allowed or filed, including ones covering ideas essential to modern computing. For more information, see www.nvidia.com.

Certain statements in this press release including, but not limited to statements as to: the effects of the company's patents on modern computing are

forward-looking statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause results to be materially different than expectations. Important factors that

could cause actual results to differ materially include: global economic conditions; our reliance on third parties to manufacture, assemble, package and test our

products; the impact of technological development and competition; development of new products and technologies or enhancements to our existing product and

technologies; market acceptance of our products or our partners products; design, manufacturing or software defects; changes in consumer preferences or

demands; changes in industry standards and interfaces; unexpected loss of performance of our products or technologies when integrated into systems; as well as

other factors detailed from time to time in the reports NVIDIA files with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, including its Form 10-K for the fiscal

period ended January 29, 2012. Copies of reports filed with the SEC are posted on the company's website and are available from NVIDIA without charge. These

forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and speak only as of the date hereof, and, except as required by law, NVIDIA disclaims any

obligation to update these forward-looking statements to reflect future events or circumstances.

© 2012 NVIDIA Corporation. All rights reserved. NVIDIA, the NVIDIA logo, VGX, GeForce Grid, Tesla and CUDA are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of

NVIDIA Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. Other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are

associated. Features, pricing, availability, and specifications are subject to change without notice.

About NVIDIA

Since 1993, NVIDIA ( NASDAQ :  NVDA ) has pioneered the art and science of visual computing. The company's technologies are transforming a world of

displays into a world of interactive discovery — for everyone from gamers to scientists, and consumers to enterprise customers. More information

at http://nvidianews.nvidia.com/ and http://blogs.nvidia.com/.

© 2014 NVIDIA Corporation. All rights reserved. NVIDIA and the NVIDIA logo are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation in the U.S. and

other countries. Other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. Features, pricing,

availability, and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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